Alphabetical Order

Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. bunnies, basket, butterfly, brunch, bonnet
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

2. chocolates, candy, coloring eggs, celebration, carrots
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

3. decorate, Easter, daffodil, duckling, hard-boiled eggs
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

4. parade, jellybeans, hidden, hopping, lilies
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

5. springtime, pastels, tulips, rabbits, Sunday
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________
Answer Key

Alphabetical Order

Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. bunnies, basket, butterfly, brunch, bonnet

   basket, bonnet, brunch, bunnies, butterfly

2. chocolates, candy, coloring eggs, celebration, carrots

   candy, carrots, celebration, chocolates, coloring eggs

3. decorate, Easter, daffodil, duckling, hard-boiled eggs

   daffodil, decorate, duckling, Easter, hard-boiled-eggs

4. parade, jellybeans, hidden, hopping, lilies

   hidden, hopping, jellybeans, lilies, parade

5. springtime, pastels, tulips, rabbits, Sunday

   pastels, rabbits, springtime, Sunday, tulips